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How does the artifact you 

selected demonstrate strengths 
& growth in the communication 

competency? 
 

In what ways might you further 
develop your communication 

competency? 

Self-Reflection 
 
In math, I worked on a project about exponents. In this project, I further developed my 
analytical skills. I had to answer several questions related to exponents. I reviewed and 
analyzed what I knew about exponents from school as well as from extracurricular classes 
and provided general answers to each question. I avoided using specific examples to explain 
the general ideas. However, I used my creative thinking skills to come up with examples that 
best supported my explanations and conclusions. As part of the project, I had to read and 
evaluate a partner’s post about exponents. I had to analyze their information to make sure 
all questions had been addressed completely. I also had to post a comment and 
communicate my findings in a positive way: if there were any mistakes, what was done best, 
and if there was anything that can be improved. As a whole, I think that I have completed 
both tasks very well. 
 

 
 

 
 
How does the artifact you 

selected demonstrate strengths 
& growth in the thinking 

competencies? 
 

In what ways might you further 
develop your thinking 

competencies? 

 
 

 
 
How does the artifact you 

selected demonstrate strengths 
& growth in the personal & 

social competencies? 
 

In what ways might you further 
develop your personal & social 

competencies? 

 

Publish Your Self Assessment 

You will now attach and/or embed your self-assessment to the bottom of the blog post with the artifact you have chosen. You may choose to 

make this post private or public. After placing your artifact on a blog post, follow the instructions below. 

1. Categories - Self-Assessment 

2. Tags - Now tag your post using the tag that corresponds to the competency that you have written about. You can choose more than 
one. Please use lower case letters and be exact. 

o #creativethinkingcc 
o #communicationcc 
o #criticalthinkingcc 
o #socialresponsibilitycc 
o #personalidentitycc 
o #personalawarenesscc 

3. Use the Add Document button located at the top of your post page and embed your self-assessment at the bottom of your blog post. 
4. Publish 
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